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Outline
 

Part 1- Visual introduction to GNSS Ionosphere

Part 2- Access to UPC-IonSAT  Global Ionospheric Maps PITHIA-NRF 
registrations (AKA global VTEC maps every 15 minutes since end of 1996, i.e. ~1 
million global VTEC maps & 5x10^9 VTECs computed so far)

Part 3- New applications of GIMs:  gradient VTEC GIMs and Ionospheric 
Storm Scale GIMs

Part 4- Very basic introduction to Linux and to ionsat-tool “gim2vtec*.scr” 

Part 5- Two case studies to work with:
 (a) Total solar eclipse during 21-Aug-2017 in NorthAmerica
 (b) Geomagnetic storm during 05-Nov-2023 
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Part 1
 

Visual introduction to GNSS 
Ionosphere
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What is this?
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What is this?

Movie of the vertically 

integrated electron number 

density (AKA Vertical Total 

Electron Content, VTEC) of 

the partially ionized part of the 

Earth atmosphere 

(ionosphere) obtained from 

worldwide Global Navigation 

Satellite System (GNSS) 

multifrequency 

measurements

Do you wish to check the 

present global VTEC, from 

RT UPC-IonSAT GIMs? If 

yes:

http://chapman.upc.es/tomion/real-time/quick/last_results.uadg/RT-DAILY-VTEC-MOVIE.gif
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Why there are free electrons 

within the Earth atmosphere?
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Why there are free electrons 

within the Earth atmosphere?

The chemical reactions on the Earth atmosphere of 

dissociation of different molecules at different heights by 

solar photons (mostly in EUV and X-ray bands).
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How can the VTEC distribution be explained?
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- In principle, taking into account 

with different solar irradiance in 

function of the latitude

- (And the Earth rotation!)

How can the VTEC distribution be explained?



10Anything else to be explained? What about the double VTEC 

peak (equatorial anomaly)?



11Anything else to be explained? What about the double VTEC 

peak (equatorial anomaly)?

ExB drift, generates the fountain effect, and then, the equatorial anomaly and double peak, with a 

central role of the magnetic field, the magnetic equator in particular, in the distribution of the free 

electrons of the Earth ionosphere. 
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And this? How can it be explained?
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And this? How can it be explained?

- The electron number density (hereinafter 

electron density) vs height(*).

- The intermediate electron density peak 

height can be understood as the optimal 

height of production of free electrons, a 

compromise between enough number of 

target molecules and enough ionizing solar 

radiation, specially in EUV.

(*) Estimated thanks to GNSS receivers 

flying on a Low Earth Orbiting satellite -in 

this case FORMOSAT-3/COSMIC- 

measuring multifrequency GNSS signals 

from transmitters below the LEO local 

horizon (radio-occultation scenario).
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And what about this? Any guess?
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And what about this? Any guess?

Yes, these are four Global Positioning System (GPS) transmitter providing pseudodistance signals to a 

receiver on board an airplane (this an “artistic” composition NOT following the real distance scale).
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And now, who can explain these layouts?
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And now, who can explain these layouts?

Yes, it illustrates the trilateration concept, foundation of GNSS for positioning: knowing the position of the 

center of at least three(*) spheres in different directions -GNSS transmitters on MEOs- and the radius of 

such spheres -from the pseudorange measurements-, we get the receiver position X,Y,Z -intersection-).

                              (*) at least four satellites are needed taking into account the receiver clock error



18Now, any guess or comment about this plot?

Ambiguity

Code measurements

Phase measurements



19Now, any guess or comment about this plot?

-We can see how the code (i.e. 

pseudorange) and phase 

measurements (“ionospheric 

combination”) of a given GPS 

transmitter (“PRN01”) from a 

given receiver, complement each 

other very well:

-The code measurements are 

accurate (pseudorange) but not 

precise (measurement noise and 

multipath >~1 m).

-The carrier phase 

measurements are not accurate 

(unknown ambiguity = 

pseudorange at phase lock) but 

very precise (measurement noise 

and multipath < 1cm).

Ambiguity

Code measurements

Phase measurements



20Finally, the electron content is inside GNSS measurements!



21Finally, the electron content is inside GNSS measurements!
-Then the highly variable 

ionospheric magnitude, STEC, is 

directly given by the ionospheric 

combination of dual-frequency 

carrier phases and pseudoranges 

(L & P ): This is the main input data 

source for GNSS Ionosphere! 

(among the good performance of 

single-frequency measurements 

recently shown for certain 

ionospheric viewing problems such 

as plasma bubble detection). 

-Other additional terms, are either  

constant at scales of hours 

(ambiguity BI, Differential Code 

Biases, DI, DI’) or are small and 

can be very well modelled (wind-up 
term β*φ).



22Conclusion: GNSS Ionosphere is well data-supported

Ionosphere

~ 100 GNSS trans. & +1000 24/7 static GNSS rec. (+100 in RT)

Worldwide scanner of the Ionosphere, an excellent input to 

generate Global Ionospheric Maps (GIMs) of VTEC maps 

(summarizing Big GNSS data), among many other ways of 
modelling / studying the ionosphere



23Conclusion: GNSS Ionosphere is well data-supported

GNSS Ionosphere: 

“Effects and computation 

of the distribution of free 

electrons, located at the 

partially ionized part of the 

atmosphere above 50 km 

height, from the Global 

Navigation Satellite  

Systems (GNSS)  

measurements, usually 

multi-frequency, crossing 

it; and its  applications, 

such as Space Weather 

monitoring, precise real-

time positioning and, in 

general, precise geodetic 

modelling among others”

Ionosphere

~ 100 GNSS trans. & +1000 24/7 static GNSS rec. (+100 in RT)

Worldwide scanner of the Ionosphere, an excellent input to 

generate Global Ionospheric Maps (GIMs) of VTEC maps 

(summarizing Big GNSS data), among many other ways of 
modelling / studying the ionosphere



24Conclusion: GNSS Ionosphere is well data-supported

GNSS Ionosphere: 

“Effects and computation 

of the distribution of free 

electrons, located at the 

partially ionized part of the 

atmosphere above 50 km 

height, from the Global 

Navigation Satellite  

Systems (GNSS)  

measurements, usually 

multi-frequency, crossing 

it; and its  applications, 

such as Space Weather 

monitoring, precise real-

time positioning and, in 

general, precise geodetic 

modelling among others”
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Part 2
 

Access to UPC-IonSAT 
Global Ionospheric Maps PITHIA-NRF 

registrations
(AKA global VTEC maps every 15 minutes since 
end of 1996, i.e. ~1 million global VTEC maps & 

5x10^9 VTECs computed so far)
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Data Access

https://esc.pithia.eu

https://esc.pithia.eu/
https://esc.pithia.eu/
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Data Access
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Data Access
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Format: $DOY_$YY$MM$DD.15min

Day of Year Year Month Day Resolution
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Format (IGS): uqrg$DOY0.$YYi.Z

Center Day of Year Year

IONEX

Compressed
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Part 3
 

New applications of GIMs: 
gradient VTEC GIMs and Ionospheric 

Storm Scale GIMs
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0. Motivation

In this work we summarize the approach, results and answer to the question that we did 

ourselves almost two years ago:

Can the high temporal resolution VTEC Global Ionospheric Maps (GIM, such as UQRG 

generated by UPC-IonSAT since end 1996) directly provide reliable estimation of the spatial and 

temporal components of the VTEC gradients, and of a sensitive Ionospheric storm scale 

index, with comparable results to the corresponding indices proposed and generated by other 

colleagues from raw GNSS data (respectively Jakowski & Hoque 2019, and Nishioka et al. 

2017)?

Jakowski, N., & Hoque, M. M. (2019). Estimation of spatial gradients and temporal variations of 

the total electron content using ground‐based GNSS measurements. Space Weather, 17, 339–

356. https://doi.org/10.1029/2018SW002119.

Nishioka, M., T. Tsugawa, H. Jin, and M. Ishii (2017), A new ionospheric storm scale based on 

TEC and f o F 2 statistics, Space Weather, 15, 228–239, doi:10.1002/2016SW001536.
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2. Defining the components of VTEC gradient from the GIM

The spatial and temporal components of VTEC gradient at grid 

points of UQRG GIM on a global scale are introduced.

The VTEC gradient derived from UQRG GIMs (VgUG, Liu et al. 

2022), allows to obtain full (non-relative) values of TEC spatial 

gradients and temporal variations separately at any worldwide grid 

point, considering the distances on the corresponding parallels and 

meridians at the ionospheric efective height, ΔDLON & ΔDLAT, 

separated 5º & 2.5º respectively, and the time difference between 

GIMs Δt (30 minutes, centered, 15 minutes, uncentered).
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2.1 Example of global distribution of VTEC spatial 
gradient 

St. Patrick's Day 2015 

Geomagnetic Storm

Compared with the quiet 

ionospheric state, the 

VTEC spatial and 

temporal gradient directly 

derived from the GIM are 

able to capture the 

extraordinary VTEC 

variations during the 

disturbed ionospheric 

state, spltted in north, 

east and time 

components. 

Quiet St. Patrick’s day  storm
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We propose the Ionospheric Storm Scale Index Based on 

UQRG (IsUG) as a direct extension of the I-scale index 

proposed at regional level (Japan) and from raw GNSS data 

by Nishioka et al. (2017):

4. Extending the definition of  the Ionospheric storm scale index to 

GIMs (IsUG)

It is defined as the standardized Ptec,              , where Ptec is the 

percentage deviation of VTEC, Otec is the hourly median VTEC 

derived at grid points of GIM. The hourly median VTEC is the 

median of the five VTEC values during 1-h interval, under the GIM 

VTEC temporal resolution of 15 min. The hourly median VTEC is 

calculated every hour (for example, 0, 1, 2 UT). Rtec is the 

reference median value at the same local time and geographic 

location in the past 27 days.



464.2 Comparing             from GIM            from raw GNSS data over Japan since 

1997 to 2014 (3 months of seasonal data per year)

From raw GNSS data 

(Nishioka et al., 2017))

From UQRG GIM (VgUG) 

(Liu et al. 2021)



474.6 Animation of IsUG maps during a quiet period



484.6 Animation of IsUG maps during a ionospheric storm period
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Part 4
 

Very basic introduction to Linux and to 
ionsat-tool “gim2vtec*.scr”  



Layout:

1) [Motivation] Precise Agriculture (PA) presentation (EU AUDITOR experiment)

1) [Background]: Brief introduction to main identified points of the presentation:
a) GPS fundamentals: pseudoranges and carrier phases (optional)
b) Ionospheric electron content
c) Wide Area Real-Time Kinematic
d) The International GNSS Service (optional)

3) [One efficient operative system] Quick introduction to Linux (optional)

3) [New tools for learning and research] IonSAT Tools (IT), emulating Real-Time (RT) as much as possible (presented on
the PA AUDITOR experiment):

a) gim2vtec.v2.scr
b) gimrnx2stec.v2.scr

5) [IT application to ECLIPSE, FLARE & GSTORM scenarios] (optional).

5) [Example of RT GPS-ionospheric system]: UPC-IonSAT since 2012.

5) [Monitoring of co-seismic generated ionospheric signals]: Application of RT ionospheric sounding for potential
Tsunami warnings), with GNSS dense (Tohoku and mid earthquakes, EQ) and sparse networks (Chile 2015 EQ).

8) [Conclusions]
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Connection to server (from xterm or similar)

➢ssh  –X  ionsat-tools-userYY@chapman.upc.es

➢Where YY is the User Id. # (starting on 01), and the password, should  be given 

to you at the beginning of the corresponding laboratory session.

You will find in the next few slides a quick introduction to very basic Linux, the open-
source, reliable and high performance operative system for computers.

mailto:ionsat-tools-userYY@chapman.upc.es
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Layout:

1) [Motivation] Precise Agriculture (PA) presentation (EU AUDITOR experiment)

1) [Background]: Brief introduction to main identified points of the presentation:
a) GPS fundamentals: pseudoranges and carrier phases (optional)
b) Ionospheric electron content
c) Wide Area Real-Time Kinematic
d) The International GNSS Service (optional)

3) [One efficient operative system] Quick introduction to Linux (optional)

3) [New tools for learning and research] IonSAT Tools (IT), emulating Real-Time (RT) as much as possible (presented on
the PA AUDITOR experiment):

a) gim2vtec.v2.scr
b) gimrnx2stec.v2.scr

5) [IT application to ECLIPSE, FLARE & GSTORM scenarios] (optional).

5) [Example of RT GPS-ionospheric system]: UPC-IonSAT since 2012.

5) [Monitoring of co-seismic generated ionospheric signals]: Application of RT ionospheric sounding for potential
Tsunami warnings), with GNSS dense (Tohoku and mid earthquakes, EQ) and sparse networks (Chile 2015 EQ).

8) [Conclusions]



New IonSAT tools:
gim2vtec.v2.scr & gimrnx2stec.v2.scr
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Tractor (tpsd)

Ref. Rec.

➢IonSAT tool gim2vtec.v2.scr : New Linux script for Vertical Total 

Electron Content (VTEC) extraction from Global Ionospheric Maps 

(GIM).

➢IonSAT tool gimrnx2stec.v2.scr: New Linux script for Slant TEC 

(STEC) computation from GIM-calibrated GPS meas. Carrier phase 

prepro.

➢The first suggested application is for the motivating AUDITOR 

experiment (June 13th, 2017) described in section 1, and for the 

baseline between reference and permanent receiver, similar to the 

tractor one.
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gim2vtec.v2.scr & gimrnx2stec.v2.scr @ AUDITOR
 

➢ssh –X ionsat-tools-userYY@chapman.upc.es

➢Where YY the User Id. # (from 01), and the password is given to you at the 

beginning of the laboratory session.
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gim2vtec.v2.scr & gimrnx2stec.v2.scr @ AUDITOR
 

➢An to get more productivity:

➢chapman:~% whoami

➢chapman:~% cd ~/ils

➢chapman:~% pwd

➢chapman:~% ls -l

➢chapman:~% xedit run.IonSAT-lab_sessions.v4b.scr &

➢Uncomment (remove the first leading #) the three command lines for AUDITOR 

block, save and run the script:

➢chapman:~% ./run.IonSAT-lab_sessions.v4b.scr >& log.1 < /dev/null &
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Tractor (tpsd)

Ref. Rec. VTEC over BORJ from GIM UQRG
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VTEC over NAMA from GIM UQRGNAMA-TMP1 is a similar 

baseline to BORJ-IJMU 

but now at low latitude 

(Saudi Arabia)
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VTEC over VALP from GIM UQRG
RGAO-VALP is a similar 

baseline to BORJ-IJMU 

but now at mid-low 

latitude in South 

Hemisphere (Argentina – 

Chile border)
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Part 5

Two case studies to work with:
 

(a) Total solar eclipse during 21-Aug-2017 in 
NorthAmerica

 

(b) Geomagnetic storm during 05-Nov-2023 



First case to study: Solar Eclipse 21 August 2017



Depletion in agreement with Moon 

shadow timing from raw GNSS data

First question to answer: Can the solar eclipse 

ionospheric signature be also seen from VTEC GIMs? 



Second case to study: Geomagnetic storm during 5 Nov 2023



Zoom of GEC and Kp time evolution



Both GEC and Kp spectra becomes excited within the storm



Such GEC and Kp spectrum correlation is not new:



Ionospheric Storm Scale GIM (IsUG) for previous day

http://cabrera.upc.es/MoNEWIC/2023/



Ionospheric Storm Scale GIM (IsUG) for given day



Ionospheric Storm Scale GIM (IsUG) for next day

Second question to answer: Can we see corrresponding GIM VTEC time evolutions for different locations?
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Outline
 

Part 1- Visual introduction to GNSS Ionosphere

Part 2- Access to UPC-IonSAT  Global Ionospheric Maps PITHIA-NRF 
registrations (AKA global VTEC maps every 15 minutes since end of 1996, i.e. ~1 
million global VTEC maps & 5x10^9 VTECs computed so far)

Part 3- New applications of GIMs:  gradient VTEC GIMs and Ionospheric 
Storm Scale GIMs

Part 4- Very basic introduction to Linux and to ionsat-tool “gim2vtec*.scr” 

Part 5- Two case studies to work with:
 (a) Total solar eclipse during 21-Aug-2017 in NorthAmerica
 (b) Geomagnetic storm during 05-Nov-2023 
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THANK YOU!!

More details in GIM WG with the study with gim2vtec*scr 

IonSAT-tool of 2017 Solar eclipse & recent geomag. storm!       
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